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QUESTION 91You want to create an expando attribute on several <h3> tags that display vehicles for sale. The expando attribute
will store the VIN (vehicle identification number) of the vehicle for sale. Which of the following is the most appropriate example of
creating the expando attribute? A. <h3 vin='current VIN here'>1965 VW Beetle</h3>B. <h3 id='current VIN here'>1965 VW
Beetle</h3>C. <h3 data-vin='current VIN here'>1965 VW Beetle</h3>D. <h3 datavin='current VIN here'>1965 VW
Beetle</h3> Answer: C QUESTION 92Which technology is HTML5 preceded by and derived from? A. HTML 4.01B. SGMLC.
XHTML 1.0D. XML Answer: A QUESTION 93You are creating a web page that contains a canvas with text.The page contains
the following JavaScript code. (Line numbers are included for reference only.)The text on the canvas must rotate 90 degrees when a
user clicks a button on the page.You need to ensure that the text rotates when the user clicks the button.Which line of code should
you add at line 03?

A. context.transform(90);B. context.content.getRotation(90);C. context.rotate(90);D. context.content.rotate (90); Answer: C
QUESTION 94You are creating a new Windows 8 application, and you want to set up TDD for your JavaScript code. Which testing
framework will you use? A. QUnitB. QUnit-MetroC. Microsoft TestD. NUnit Answer: B QUESTION 95What are the steps
for TDD? A. Write the passing test, write the code, run the test again to validate that it still passes.B. Write the failing test, write
the code, run the test again to validate that it passes.C. Write the code, write the test to validate that it passes, run the test again to
validate that it still passes.D. Write the passing test, write the code, break the code, run the test again to validate that it fails.
Answer: B QUESTION 96Where should your JavaScript code be placed? A. In the <head> element of your HTML document.B.
Just before the </body> tag.C. You should always place your JavaScript code in separate files, external to your HTML document.
D. Inside the <body> element, at the top. Answer: C QUESTION 97You have two arrays of strings, customers and employees, and
you want to combine them to create a contacts array. Which method would be most suitable for this task? A. concatB. joinC.
pushD. splice Answer: A QUESTION 98You develop an HTML5 application. You give users a numeric access code that can be
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used only one time.Users must enter the numeric access code in the login form of the application. The numeric characters must be
hidden by a masking character.You need to implement the form element for users to enter the code.Which HTML element should
you use? A. <input type="password" required autocomplete="off">B. <input type="input" autocomplete="off" required />C.
<input type="password" stytem" visiblity:hidden;" required />D. <input type="button" value="password" required /> Answer: A
QUESTION 99You are developing an HTML5 web application that displays stock information.The application loads information
from a web service by using AJAX.The following code defines a Stock object and loads stock data.

You need to implement the loadStock function.Which code segment should you use?

A. Option AB. Option BC. Option CD.
contains the following markup:

Option D Answer: A QUESTION 100Hotspot QuestionYou review a webpage that

How does the page render? For each statement in the table, select Yes if the behavior is described. Select No if it is not. Make only
one selection in each column.
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Answer:
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